analytics & data platform for bot creators
What is \{mono\}say?

The analytics & data platform for bot creators. Analyze your conversations, flows, statistics — keep all the data from different channels in one place.
Have full control over all the analytics and data. Evaluate your analytics and make informed future decisions or make offers to your customers.
No Extra Back-end

Keep all the data in the same place with no need of an extra backend. Have dynamic data without needing any external databases. Everything is stored on {mono}say.
Session Management

Have control over visibility.
Categorize all your session data.
Continue from the last place.
Multi-channel Structure

{mono}say supports all bot platforms like Facebook Messenger, Telegram Workplace, Skype, Kik etc. Keep all your bots and data in one place.
Follow up the most used words, who uses your bot most, where or when your bot is used most. Keep track of the conversation as if it have a result or not.
Built for Developers

{mono}say is fully customizable for all the features a developer needs via powerful API.